
DatasheetJabra bIZ™ 1900 serIes

Jabra bIZ 1900 SerIeS
MaxIMuM value, SolId functIonalIty 

the Jabra bIZ 1900 series is the best headset for cost- 
driven contact centres looking for a high-quality corded 
solution. the bIZ 1900 has the features you’d expect in 
more expensive headsets, such as a noise-cancelling  
microphone and sturdy materials, all in a stylish,  
lightweight design. choose a cost-conscious headset 
from a brand you trust. 

oPtIMISed for the coSt-conScIouS contact 
centre
the Jabra bIZ 1900 was designed with the cost-conscious 
contact centre in mind: purely functional, flexible and  
affordably priced – quality without compromise from a 
brand you trust. 

eaSy IntegratIon wIth exIStIng telecoMS  
SySteMS
the Jabra bIZ 1900 was designed for maximum flexibility 
and value: choose from QD Quick Disconnect, Direct 
Connect or Usb plug connections and duo variants or mono 
variants. however you work, the Jabra bIZ 1900 will fit your 
infrastructure and your budget. 

cryStal clear converSatIonS
although Jabra’s bIZ 1900 was designed with cost in mind, 
it doesn’t compromise on sound quality. Its flexible  
boom tip ensures perfect microphone placement while its  
noise-cancelling microphone eliminates ambient noise. 
Never compromise on voice quality – no matter what your  
budget.

learn More
Jabra.CO.UK/bIZ1900

lIghtweIght, Sturdy deSIgn and ProfeSSIonal  
qualIty
Professional agents need professional tools, no matter 
what the budget constraints are – and Jabra’s bIZ 1900  
is built for heavy use. Key features include professional  
grade durability, leatherette or foam ear cushions, a fully 
adjustable headband and the agent’s choice of mono or 
duo wearing styles. 

worKS wIth
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Datasheet

Jabra.CO.UK/bIZ1900

Jabra bIZ 1900 SerIeS overvIew
variant variant name description designed for

Jabra bIZ 1900 Mono Corded headset for Deskphone  � a mono headset with QD (Quick Disconnect) plug that provides 
instant connectivity to a wide range of Deskphone systems.

Jabra bIZ 1900 Usb Mono Corded headset for softphone  � a mono headset that provides Usb connectivity to all leading UC 
applications and softphones.

Jabra bIZ 1900 Duo rJ9 Corded headset for Deskphone  � a duo headset with Direct Connect plug that provides instant 
connectivity to a wide range of Deskphone systems without the 
need for a QD cable.

Jabra bIZ 1900 Duo Corded headset for Deskphone  � a duo headset with QD (Quick Disconnect) plug that provides 
instant connectivity to a wide range of Deskphone systems.

Jabra bIZ 1900 Usb Duo Corded headset for softphone  � a stereo headset that provides Usb connectivity to all leading UC 
applications and softphones.

Jabra bIZ™ 1900 serIes

noise-cancelling Microphone
Reduces unwanted background noise
Noise-cancelling microphones reduce unwanted background 
noise and are ideal in crowded and noisy, open office 
environments.

PeakStop™

Safe sound and superior hearing protection
Peakstop technology immediately removes potentially harmful 
loud sounds or tones before they reach your ears and keeps the 
sound level within the safe range to protect your hearing.  

talk in comfort
Be kind to your ears
assure total comfort with a wide range of styles that match 
your individual needs and personal fit requirements. Our light, 
ergonomically designed frames along with soft ear cushions, 
adjustable headbands and microphone boom will guarantee 
that your headset will be comfortable all day long.

varIant dePendent*
hd voice – wideband audio
High-quality audio for crystal clear conversations
enjoy high definition sound with hD Voice and get crystal 
clear, intelligible communication. You get life-like, vibrant 
conversations where you can focus on the content and don’t 
have to struggle to understand what the person on the other 
end of the line is saying.

Jabra bIZ 1900 Product benefItS

*For more information please to go to jabra.co.uk

Not all variants are available in all countries. Please go to www.Jabra.co.uk for availability.


